The family education is lifelong education and the interaction between parent and child
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Abstract: Summary: Family Education is closely related to everyone's growth. Home Schooling is not only lifelong education, or children's education to the elders and mutual-parent between parents Move and influence, home schooling is a lifelong education. Look at the moral impact, Family Education is parent to child interaction; See from knowledge transfer, Home Education is Parent-Child interaction Education; Look at the emotional experience, Home Schooling is an education for parent-child interaction; from life practice, Home Schooling is an education for parent-child interaction. summary, home schooling is lifelong education, and are also parent-child interaction Education.
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Home Education, Many people think that parenting is an education for minors, is an older generation's education for the young. this Family Education that is recognized by the standards of age, restricting family education to 0 ~ 18 Year-old time period, Keep parents in the education room location. Insufficient @ child or teen due to physiology, age differences are inherently an educated object, Parents Naturally The becomes the embodiment of family education. parental authority in the home makes the family "parent a child" Is that parents are right, children must obey, The traditional family education pattern in the country over thousands of years has always been so. but actually, Child as a separate individual, has its own human character character and ability, not only in character, Wisdom, emotional aspects are often better than adults, The also gives parents a certain shadow of a specific life practice ring, more time between parents and children as an interactive educational relationship.

Home Schooling is a family member in daily life, through various lifestyles, Emotion, Exchange Forms, The that affects each other for life _ Social Activities. Home Education as _ Kind lifelong education, The IS incorporated into our family life from birth. Even if children are full year old, Parent to child, Children still have a large and small parent to their parents, All aspects of the impact, This effect is also family education. Home education or - The education of parent-child interaction. in family life, Parents and children constitute the main body of family life, interaction between parents and children and Mutual influence becomes family education, Family education in the form of two-way interaction in the home life of the real occurrence of the. as long as there is a family. Live, There will be parent-child interaction, Parent-child interaction is an important medium and favorable condition for family education to be produced and sustained. Home education that is, lifetime education, is also a parent-child interaction Education.

1. Home Schooling is an education for parent-child interaction

Home Schooling is an education between family members, is an interactive education for family members. Habermas considers: "Association is in Interaction between the bodies of the, Mutual Exchange, communicate with each other, is the basic way of human existence." A This indicates the intersection that occurred in
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family education to be the activity between the subject and the subject rather than between the subject and the object. Different family members can achieve mutual understanding in intercourse, and form dependencies.

Interaction has broad and narrow points. Generalized interaction refers to the interaction and influence of all matter beings. We generally said interaction is narrow interaction, refers to the various forms of person and person that are in a certain social context and context, various Properties, various degrees interaction and impact of symbols as a interpersonal interaction, Interaction First from a sociological perspective. Interactive Concepts originated from A type of that arose in the Western world at the beginning of the century Symbolic interaction theory emphasizes the ability of humans to make and use symbols for contacts. Thus turning the perspective of social activism into the daily life itself, advocates a microscopic analysis of what happens when people are saying The behavior and social interaction of the regular life. Symbolic interaction theory advocates social reality through interactive process, apply to Home Education refers to the process of interacting with symbols by parents and children. Parents use the language, expression, attitude and behavior actions one series like Sign The educational impact on children, also learn about children by the symbols presented by their children. When a child is through situational analysis understanding to, to make parents expect behavior after the teaching symbols issued by parents, The Parent-child relationship modifies its own line by this symbolic interaction „. Completing the family education process. visible, through interaction, Family Education is not a one-way decision relationship between adults and children in the traditional sense, It also includes children's bidirectional effects on adults, the interaction between adults and children. Family Education is a dynamic, bidirectional Interactive Educational procedure.

parapenaeopsis that: Communication Issues, is a mutual relationship. because this relationship refers to the interrelationship between different bodies, therefore must must resort to experience between undisturbed principals, By examining the process of mutual understanding between different subjects with linguistic and behavioral capacity, package The includes the media and background required for mutual understanding. "1" in the sense of ontology, Parent-child interaction is fundamental to the existence of family education, has no parent-child Interactive, no family education on, same as Core members of a family organism, left parents or children, Family education activities not be implemented; But even with parents and children, There is no interaction between parents, Home Schooling is difficult, so, Parent-Child interaction intermediary and carrier for home education, has a fundamental place and value in family education, The quality of parent-child interaction directly affects family education The effect of the and the development of all aspects of family members.

2. coordinated complementarity of values

Moral character is an individual acting on a certain moral standard, A stable feature or tendency that often displays H. _ personal character the localization and development directly affects individual value choices and judgments, enrich the human spiritual world and the development of personality, becomes the weight of individual growth to push power. jaspers says: ""The education process is first a spiritual growth process, Before becoming a part of the scientific process of learningdivided. "" 4 Moral character is moral education, good character is the minimum requirement of social development for a person, The moral tree is an important part of education, Moral education on occurs in social activities. Habermas says, Social interaction behavior for people to actively acquire socially accepted " ethics system " paves the way. Family Education is a parent-child interaction " , " parents and children are based on interaction with, Mutual effects, Get the universally recognized moral code between parent and child, In order to realize the common development of both and the common perfect process. For example: in text Chapter " antelope woodcarving":

'Where's the gazelle? ? My mother suddenly asked me.

The antelope The mother says is _ a piece of handicraft made of black and hard wood. . That's what dad brought back from Africa .. it one straight on my table Child Corner . now , My heart is pounding, because
yesterday I gave it to my good friend Wanfang.

  didn't dad say that to me? i whispered , " ."

' I know I gave it to you , But where is it now ? mother's eyes stared at me .. I find things are not what I thought they were.

  Simple .
  I put it away .
  where is placed ? take a look at . mom seems to see me lying .. because I'm standing there . _ no ., Low header not
  look at her D to tell the truth ... is it for sale? ? mom becomes very strict .
  ' does not sell ... I gave it to someone . I feel a little shaky in my voice ..
  who the gave ? tells me . mom put her hand on my shoulder .
  ' gave Wanfang the , She's my best friend .
  you go and get it back now ! " mother firmly says " " How can something so valuable be taken away? ? or Me and you . Up go ! The
  does not ! I cried and shouted 0 You've given me the ! The
  Yes , This is from Dad . But you're not allowed to give it to someone .!
  I have no reason to . I think they're going to force me to wanfang back to the Antelope . , i feel so sad . They don't know , Wanfang is more mody friend ... ①

in the text excerpt , is _ Minor conflicts between parents and children , But in family education , has the reason behind the conflict . flush , also interactive _ species .morality includes moral awareness , moral feelings , Moral will and moral behavior ( ) know , love , meaning , lines , 4 species because element interaction , Mutual overall . Knowledge is often the leader of a row , Love is the driving force of the line , is intended as a guarantee for action , and the line is known , Love , means External Performance. Here are different values , mother considers material value I considers friendship value . in Parent's morality Awareness , how valuable a gift the Antelope woodcarving is . This is judged by the moral principles of society " i " words and deeds , experience on an evaluation basis under the stimulus of moral emotion " Force " I'll get the antelope wood back ; but for I , Friendship is more precious , wood carvings are We Friendship symbol " i is unwilling to break the I is unwilling to go to the . visible , When parents are educating their children , will use itself as a social norm for adults and value specification to constrain children , In the child's moral education to play a social stigma . and the child is always true , His remarks and lines for the true reflection of his inner experience . , The material value is not considered . compared to parents , Children have no secular values , children to life The often follows the most original , and true , Pure values . so , in Moral education process , A simple in a child , Rustic Moral quality will impact the moral values of parents , Make it constantly perfect , that is , when parents are having moral effects on their children , The child is also in the dive to educate parents silently , Parents and children are constantly improving in mutual education , Common Progress . Moral interaction between parent and child is shown in the here .

3. bidirectional interaction recognizes

   Intellectual education is an important task of home schooling since ancient times _ , is _ the basics of cutting education . in Home education , Education is to develop intelligence , Develop wisdom , Learning Science and Culture Basics , The process of cultivating power . in traditional view , The knowledge is often taught by the elders according to their own degree of education , Their social environment and accumulated experience , after self processing summary , Then pass the _ generation . in now on behalf of society , with social and political , Economic and cultural changes , Knowledge shows different ways of imparting . American anthropologist M. m Germany from the perspective of cultural transmission the former metaphor culture , and figurative culture and the concept of post-figurative culture , and point out that today's drastic and rapid changes cause the Human
society in the past metaphor culture towards and metaphor culture, and gradually backward cultural transition, and knowledge as the basic form of culture, The forms the text The main contents of the. so, on acquisition and teaching of knowledge, Traditional social one-way "Parent and child" The educational relationship of the is somewhat the same. change. elders impart knowledge to the younger generation, Juniors will also take knowledge anti-ASR to the Elders, knowledge is taught to show kind of bidirectional interaction in the form of. such as, recently happened at our table _ Second Family discussion, buying a phone for dad has the following discussion:

dad says: 'Ken According to my experience, I buy a mobile phone with the following requirements: a, I want Nokia, because I was there before a To Use this directly brand, I feel great.; two, sounds Large, Battery to be durable, guarantees at least two days of not charging; three, just guarantee calls and information two features,. four, Appearance is not Limited to.

To hear this, Sitting aside I can't help saying: Dad, you're out of style. first, mobile phone belongs to electronic products, Now Technology update quick, Nokia was two years ago by Microsoft,, billion acquisitions, This brand is long overdue; Second, The Smart is now popular Machine, smart Machines What features, a trivial call, Texting has not met the needs of modern people, due to increased functionality, power consumption also increases, Now phone is basically a day, don't want to charge, and loud again, you buy an old age machine! the Last and most important one point: buy a phone to pay attention to price/performance, system is critical. on all phones, Apple IOS operating system is best, and nice look, have size models available, Yes price is a bit expensive. but, Now young people are scrambling to buy iphone, Someone even goes to for it selling kidneys!"

after listening to, dad humorously says: I guess I'd like to buy an old age machine, I don't want to sell my kidneys. ! "everyone laughs..."

This is what happens in the home routine _ Small Fragment, But it is a powerful testament to the two-way interaction between parent and child in knowledge transfer. father make purchase request based on your own experience, and "i " as a daughter, but based on what you've seen and heard, and to Father

① excerpt from compulsory education curriculum standard experimental textbook (Human Education) language Seven Grade vol., author Zhang Road. communicates the latest technology information and purchase conditions, visible, on acquisition and application of knowledge, father and " i " It's through verbal interaction passing knowledge and ideas to each other,enables both parents to continually revise their original knowledge system while harvesting the information, to increase knowledge at the same time, also active parent-child relationships. undeniable, in most families, Children become the primary source of family information, Tsinghua University sociology professor Guo Hua has described the; "children from Market", ads, food knowledge and information for peers, sometimes even over long generation. " old people beat young people in many ways, This is self-evident, but on computer, playing with mobile phones, Young people must be better than old Year person. so, in Home education, Parent-Child interaction for knowledge exchange is a frequent occurrence,, home schooling in knowledge transfer the shows the bidirectional effects and effects between parent and child.

4. Emotional linkage wins

is called person Disposition, before parents, parents are see and not necessarily. "① Home Education in the "_ "in the sense of the teaching of emotion fertility, is Love education. The blood is thicker than blood between parents and children determines the intimate relationship between parent and Child., also determines family education '' emotionally emotional ' ' education features. parents have a natural affinity for their children, Special Feelings, often with the joys and sorrows of children for your own emotional attitude; same, Children are attached to their parents, love of Love, parental emotions often infect children at all times, Pull Move the child's heart. Because of this emotional infection, to make it based on emotion in family.
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education, interaction between parent and child and affect, more obvious and profound.

Singer Gong in the Masterpiece Disturbed became famous soon. Has had a with parents _Section length up to Ten The heart of the year. At that time, because of Gong, count the many honors and steady work that folk music brings to her, trying to transition go _new Music Road, parents show No understanding of her new the music. plus the fact that gong and the foreign husband are married, cause mother-daughter relationship once very tense. Parents no longer listen to her music, no longer believes that she can succeed. In addition to life's aimless quarrels, severe when the mother fell off the table and ran away from home the "even threatened gong with illness to accede to her request. Face the mother's not understanding, Gong Select understanding and Containment. She understands parents' love, recognize her way, She understands her parents' hard to take on her new music. She started to adjust herself and kept saying to Mom, "her way she goes breaking, even bleed, she chose it herself. So she can really get Happy. At that time, gong not forget the mother remembers every day The lower-right corner of a small blackboard in the record says ""mom I love you forever! Ten year passed, Gong finally unlocked mother's heart knot, mom, became a supporter of her new music, Once suddenly said I can also sing Disturbed! means she's also starting to like her daughter's new voice. Happy to. Gong family relations are now in Harmony, family has become the strongest supporter of her career and life '"'. This case is a relationship between a loved one. sense interactivity.

Piaget thinks that, Children are the most emotional, But as your child grows older, Independent Awareness Enhancement, them for their lives and things Industry has its own independent understanding, In aesthetic emotion and future planning is not necessarily consistent with parents' parents' feelings for their children often want them to follow a predetermined path, can have children's ability to choose independently, bad handling, Parent-child relationships are emotionally In a tense state. in such an emotional conflict, need to understand each other, work together, requires bidirectional interactive education. Gong solution Mother's Pains, good communication and communication, and through their own actions to express their love for their parents will not change, allow mother to slowly accept herself on the emotion, gradually align with your emotional experience. last, It is in this constant emotional interaction that the, mother also gradually learn to understand and accept the got stabilize your emotional elements of your emotions, has reached a state of harmonious total win. can say, Home Education Parenting is Love education, parents give their children love education at the same time, Children also love their parents in his own way, that is, parents are applying to their children add to the same time, Children also teach their parents the invisible. Home Schooling is a two-way interactive education between parents, It's in a parent-child relationship. This experience with feelings, in Concrete, The real life situation.

5. Practice Multiple Interoperability

Life is a variety of activities for survival and development, is the sum of all the daily activities and experiences of people. At the same time, life is also home teach Basics of living a life, is a generic term for various activities between family members. Life Practice to moral education, intellectual all related to sports and aesthetic education

① Han Fei zi five Stupid content to be merged with, from living standard, integrate Education with life, Life is education. The life education was defined by Tao Xingzhi as: "is give birth Live education, Education with life, Education for the forward needs of life." in family education, Family Life Education is at home education in life, Education for family life, Education for the needs of family life and for the better development of each member. in real life, We often overlook the educational opportunities offered to both parents by life practice, and _ to pursue a specific form of education. actually, exactly Interaction between parents and children forms the whole story of family life, Home schooling happens in family life, Interactive all around on, Education has no. For example:

Kids and classmates come home to see a movie disc, Everyone also talks about the ideal of life, children say, We're not really demanding on our lives. sits on the Home sofa, end One Cup Coca-Cola, See large chunks
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of the United States, I'm willing to do it! I said, not high, what about the money? He said, of course work
make. I'm saying, What kind of work do you like? He said, The ideal job is to work half a day for a half-day,
Best! this, always recruit come to our criticism, say this is lazy thought, always have nothing to do, loafing
together. later, He told us, This is half Day, is what parents and teachers do; This plays for half a day, is
doing what you love, Read the book you like to read, want to be happy with yourself Interesting questions,
playing with like-minded people. I think the, We formed in the 670's mode of thinking and their 890 generation
Way of thinking, The gap between the gaps is obvious, has a confrontation at any time, all the time Interactive.
ien school, We're with them teacher groups take care to capture education opportunities, They're always poking fun
at our education., usual wits, annoying lot, fun without Limited.

This is a good demonstration of the organic interactions that occur in all aspects of daily life practices among
family members. Each family member is in the daily life situation, shows the family education in concrete
details, showing the meaning of life education. Regardless of the rationale i want, Talking hobby, talking about
values and so on, is the basis of our daily life, is what we've all seen in our lives, often occurs in Required
Activities. between elders and children exactly through words, limb attitude and behavior _ A series of
interactive ways to express each other's thoughts, in While accompanying the child's growth, parents realize that
they can continue to grow. Parents and children are constantly trying to grow up with a new -possibility of
growing up .. in family life, adults sometimes need to forget the deep-rooted notions that life is rooted in the
mind, constantly tend to the parent-child life Itself, really like Friends _ kind to socialize with children, getting
inspiration from children, Make family education deeply condensed in the nature of parent-child relationships,
condenses in the emotional blending of parents and children, enables the parent-child between the _ eyes, an
action, one sentence words and actions _ all become educational. Home Schooling is the education of life
practice, Parent-child interaction happens in ordinary life Practice.

Home schooling is lifelong education, runs through people's _ Live; Home Schooling is an education for
parent-child interaction, Interactive process continuous _ Live; as long as have family life, Interaction between
parent and child occurs in various forms The,, and the interactive family education will not stop .. Home
schooling is the proper meaning of lifelong education, Parent-child interaction is an important medium for
lifelong family education. Family Education is basic education, also is lifelong education, or parent-Child
interactive education.
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